FAQ - Bee Removal
Why should I use Allstate Pest Control?

Are your treatments guaranteed?

We are committed to providing great service that
protects your home and business, innovatively and
creatively; producing safer, more efficient and effective
treatment methods against the infestation of termite’s
and unwanted pests. We believe in no risk approach,
which is why you can expect more with Allstate.
Our customers, employees and the health of the
environment are our primary concern when performing
your services.

Yes. Our beehive removal and control services are
backed by industry leading 6 Month Re-Treatment
Warranty to the area treated.

Do you attend emergency calls?
Due to beehives and swarms being a serious health
risk to those allergic to their sting we offer 24 hour 7-day
service ensuring treatment is performed fast
and efficiently.

How do you get rid of the bees?
Our service will depend on the spot where the bees
have created a hive. When we can we physically
remove the hive by bagging the swarm and relocating.
Unfortunately in most cases bees create a hive in cavity
like a wall or chimney and we are unable to remove
and relocate in this situation we apply a control dust
into the space eliminating the colony.

What type of treatment do you apply?
The treatment we apply for bees is a safe and approved
control dust that is lightly applied to the cavity. This
product kills on contact and also repels for on-going
protection to the area.

Is the treatment safe for my family
and pets?
Our beehive removal and control services are
designed to be as safe as possible and our technicians
are trained to eliminate all risks before performing the
service. This will include inspecting internals of your
home were required and sealing any vents and
holes to ensure no bees enter the home during or
after treatments.
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Can bees come back at a later date and
infest the area again?
Yes. We highly recommend that you proof off the area
bees infested as soon as possible but at the very
least before spring the next year. This is because the
hive that is created by the bees is highly attractive to
new swarms. We offer proofing services that includes
installing fly screen to vents, weep-hole covers and
sealing cracks and crevices.

Do you abide by Government
regulations?
Yes. We are a fully licensed pest control company and
all of our technicians and senior management staff
are also licensed pest controllers. We are also fully
insured and have undertaken annual ISO 9001 Quality
Management Audits to ensure you receive the best
service possible.

